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ABOUT 
       LATIFA

Latifa, the first Emirati blogger in the GCC since 2010, combined her love for
writing and fashion to become a pioneering fashion and lifestyle blogger. She
opened a window into the life of an Emirati woman, becoming a catalyst for
something bigger. Today, Latifa collaborates with renowned international brands
like Cartier, Ralph Lauren, Coach, and others, as well as local luxury brands such
as Siddiqi. Her journey aims to be an ambassador for female empowerment in
fashion, offering insight into the life of ambitious and strong Arab women. Latifa
actively promotes entrepreneurship in the region, supporting various start-ups
and local businesses.
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LATIFA PROVIDES
UGC CONTENT CREATION

FOOD & RESTAURANT REVIEW

FOOD & RESTAURANT CONTENT/VLOG

FASHION VLOG

CLOTHING & APPAREL CONTENT

JEWELLERY CONTENT

SOCIAL MEDIA ADS

BEAUTY CONTENTS

EVENT'S COVERAGE

EVENTS/PUBLIC SPEAKER

TRAVEL CONTENTS

TRAVEL BLOG

HOTEL REVIEWS

HOTEL CONTENTS

TRAVEL DESTINATION REVIEWS



@latifalshamsi

FASHION &
BEAUTY
CONTENTS



Latifa Alshamsi is a food blogger who
absolutely loves sharing her culinary
discoveries. With a passion for
exploring different cuisines, she takes
her readers on a delicious journey
through her enticing posts. From street
food to fine dining, Latifa's
mouthwatering descriptions and
enticing food photography will leave
you hungry for more. Her expertise and
genuine enthusiasm make her a source
for anyone looking for tasty inspiration
and guidance in their culinary
adventures.

FOOD
CONTENTS



TRAVEL
CONTENTS

Latifa, a travel enthusiast and  who
absolutely loves exploring the
world. She's always on the lookout
for new adventures and
experiences to share with her
readers. 

Through her blog, she takes you on a virtual journey to amazing destinations, introduces
you to delicious local foods, and shares the beauty of different cultures. Latifa's stories
and photos will transport you to faraway places and inspire you to discover new
horizons. With her infectious passion and down-to-earth style, Latifa Alshamsi is the go-
to person for anyone looking for travel inspirations.
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479,634
FOLLOWERS

2,308,708
ACCOUNT REACH

INSTAGRAM
           PROFILE
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DEMOGRAPHICS
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69.6K
SUBSCRIBERS

2.6M
MONTHLY VIEWS

SNAPCHAT
           PROFILE



DEMOGRAPHICS
           &  INSIGHTS

24.6 M
FID

444.1 M
WEEK

1.6 M
MONTH

12.3 M
FID

245.7 M
WEEK

895.9 M
MONTH

96
FEMALE

25-34
YEARS OLD

STORY VIEWS VIEW TIME AUDIENCE

86
UAE

43
KSA

16
KUWAIT



MAJOR
COLLABORATIONS
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BRAND
COLLABORATIONS









TESTIMONIALS
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LET'S WORK
          TOGETHER!

+971 52 415 3222

latifalshamsimanagement@gmail.com
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